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Abstract
Static leakage currents represent a major issue in nano-sca le CMOS. In digital VLSI circuits, the
most relevant contributions to the overall leakage current are: sub-threshold conduction, gate
current and band-to-band-tunneling (BTBT) current, which flows from drain (source) to the substrate
through the reverse biased diffusion junctions [1]. While t he last one has been recognized as an
important effect in digital nano-CMOS, yet no compact model of it has ever been included in the
industry-standard device model BSIM4 [2].
In this work, we show that the lack of a BTBT current model lead s to discrepancies between SPICE
and device-level simulations and, that adding a BTBT curren t source into BSIM4 DC model can
correct this. The new current source follows a widely accept ed physical model of the BTBT
phenomenon [3] with a rectangular junction approximation [ 1]. Test case results show a good
agreement between the new circuit-level simulations and th e device-level extracted currents.

The Band-To-Band-Tunneling phenomenon

Fig. 1: Electron tunneling 

In a reverse biased p–n junction, a high electric field cause s a large current
to flow through the junction. As shown in fig. 1, this phenome non is due to
the tunneling of electrons from the valence band of the p-reg ion to the
conduction band of the n-region (causing the generation of h oles in the p-
region) [3] [5] [6].
For BTBT to happen, the necessary condition is that the total voltage drop

across the junction (applied voltage plus built-in voltage ) is higher than
silicon’s band -gap [6], as seen in fig . 1.

2D doping profiles for channel, source and drain re gions can be approximated as bi-dimensional 
gaussian functions [1]:
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Channel doping profile (fig. 7):
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Source/Drain diffusion doping profile (fig. 8):
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Fig. 7: Channel doping Fig. 8: Diffusions doping Fig. 9: Net Doping

DC-sweep analysis of drain-
bulk voltage shows gate,
subthreshold and BTBT
leakage currents (fig. 10).

An evident BTBT leakage
current flows through the
reverse biased drain -bulk

BTBT current density is given by [3]:

where m* is the electron effective mass, Eg is the silicon band-gap energy, ξ is the electric field 
across the junction and q is the electron charge. 
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Fig. 1: Electron tunneling 
from valence band

silicon’s band -gap [6], as seen in fig . 1.

Does BSIM4 take into account BTBT?

GIDL (Igidl ) and impact ionization (I sub ) currents are negligible for
drain to bulk voltages less than 1 volt (Vdb ≤1V) and I j,DB
dominates the total drain-bulk current (I DB) but with a magnitude
order below 1e-15 A/µm (fig. 3). BSIM4 underestimates the bu lk
leakage current in a voltage range significant for nano-sca le
technologies. The total current I DB shows an unrealistic
dependence from Vdb (because it is dominated by the constant
diode saturation current I j,DB). This can be attributed to the lack
of a band-to-band tunneling model in BSIM4.

BSIM4 models leakage currents using controlled current sou rces
(one for each physical phenomenon). DC drain-bulk current i n
BSIM4 (fig. 2) [7] takes into account the following contribu tions:

where I j,DB is the drain-bulk junction current, I sub is the impact
ionization current and I gidl is the gate induced drain leakage
current.

DB j,DB sub gidlI =I +I +I

Fig. 2: BSIM4 DC equivalent circuit

The BSIM4 manual refers to I j,DB as a junction leakage current, but its analytical expressio n does not
account for BTBT. In BSIM4 the I j,DB current model follows the ideal diode equation with breakdo wn
and trap-assisted tunneling corrections:

where NJD is an emission coefficient, TNOM is the nominal tem perature and I sbd is the total
saturation current, whose value depends from the source and drain diffusion geometries.
DC-sweep SPICE simulations were performed to show I j,DB current behavior in the typical bias
conditions of highly scaled technologies where nanometric MOS are used. Drain voltage were swept
from 0 to 2 Volts (other terminals grounded) using the PTM 45n m HP modelcards for BSIM4.
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reverse biased drain -bulk
junction (fig. 11).

Fig. 11: BTBT current densityFig. 10: Leakage currents

Development of the BTBT analytical expression

Fig. 12: Rectangular 
junction approximation

The expression developed for the BTBT current use the rectan gular junction
(fig. 12) approximation. The resulting BTBT current (for th e drain junction) is
given by:

where w eff is the device effective width and J side/bottom are the average current
densities due to the average electric fields ξside/bottom . Side (and bottom)
current densities are described by the following equations :
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where εsi is the silicon permittivity, V biside is the side junction built-in potential, k is the Boltzmann’s
constant, T is the absolute temperature and n i is the silicon intrinsic carriers concentration. ξside and
ξbottom expressions for the average electric fields are computed ac cording to the step-junction
approximation with a p-side doping value of N aside and a n-side doping value of N dside :
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Fig. 13: Comparison between the analytical 
model and TCAD simulations

The IBTBTdrain current computed for the well-tempered device using
the analytical model [4] shows poor agreement with TCAD
simulations (fig. 13). This is due to the approximations tak en in
model development. The model has been corrected with an
empirical fitting function whose parameters have been extr acted
using a mathematical optimization software:
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BSIM4 parameter extraction
I-V parameters for BSIM4 have been extracted using Id-Vg and Id -Vd curves from TCAD simulations.
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BTBT Modeling workflow
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Fig. 3: IDB contributions vs Vdb

Fig. 5: Workflow

BTBT compact model was developed according to the w orkflow  
illustrated in fig. 5:
1. BTBT effects analysis with TCAD simulations of a nanometric

MOSFET;
2. Development of an analytical expression for BTBT and fitting 

of the expression on TCAD simulations using a mathe matical 
optimization software;

3. BSIM4 parameter extraction based on I-V curves fr om TCAD 
simulations.

Fig. 4: BTBT source added to BSIM4 DC 
equivalent circuit

The objective of this work has been to implement a compact
BTBT model readily integrable into BSIM4 to improve the
accuracy of SPICE simulations. The final model is a voltage
controlled current source whose analytical expression des cribes
the BTBT phenomenon and its dependence from bias conditions .
The new current source can be placed in a SPICE netlist betwee n
drain and bulk terminals (fig. 4):

m1  drain gate source bulk nmos W=1u L=65n
b1  drain bulk I = Ibtbt(v(drain,bulk))

BTBT device-level simulation

Fig. 6: Well-tempered NMOSFET

The device model used with TCAD simulations is the “wel l-tempered" N-
MOSFET [4] [1]:
• Effective channel length Leff = 25 nm;
• Gate oxide thickness Tox = 1.5 nm;
• Polysilicon gate length Lgate = 50 nm;
• Distance between gate and boundaries Lsd = 22.5 nm;
• Non uniform 2D doping profile for channel and diffu sions;
• Uniform gate and bulk background doping.

I-V parameters for BSIM4 have been extracted using Id-Vg and Id -Vd curves from TCAD simulations.

Fig. 14: Static characteristics Fig. 15: Is-Vg: Subthreshold

Static characteristics from TCAD simulations and SPICE
simulations (fig. 14) show a good agreement. Gate and sub-
threshold leakage currents are well modeled by the original
BSIM4 parameters (fig. 15-16). The current in the reverse bi ased
drain-bulk junction is well modeled by the new BTBT current
source (whose analytical expression is given by IBTBTcorrected).

Fig. 17: Ib-Vd: BTBT

Fig. 16: Ig-Vg: Gate tunneling

Conclusions
While in a device-level simulation the reverse biased drain -substrate current is dominated by the
BTBT current, in a SPICE-BSIM4 simulation it is dominated by a junction leakage current, modeled
as an ideal diode [2] which does not take into account the BTBT phenomenon. We integrated a BTBT
current source into the DC equivalent circuit model describ ed by the BSIM4 code, resulting in a new
complete compact model of MOS transistor. The new model show s a good agreement with device
level simulation in a 25 nm Leff technology.


